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If you're into mental magic tricks and can't get enough of them, The Secret of Mental Magic Tricks:

How To Amaze Your Friends with These Mental Magic Tricks Today will get you pretty excited. But

what if you don't know much about it or are just getting started? This audiobook has you covered on

that as well because it explains exactly what mental magic tricks are which includes the various

rules. What's really nice is that it goes into detail, chapter by chapter, on specific tricks such as table

magic, card, coin and others. Choose which one you would like to master, or master them all! The

instructions are clear so that you can become a pro at each one. Even a beginner that's just getting

into mental magic can become a pro. By the time you've gone through each chapter, you should be

able to master each trick which will impress your friends and make them wonder if you're for real.
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This is a fascinating title, my nephew and grandson are into "magic" tricks so I thought this would be

fun and instructive. Chapter one explains "Mental Magic", making others believe it is magic. The

author, Jason Scotts, notes you can go online and learn tricks. Chapter two talks about the rules of

"Magic the gathering card game but unless you already have the cards and know the vocabulary, it

is quite confusing. Chapter three is titled "how to become a mental magician " and lists a number of

tricks (sorry, I did not count them) but is irrelevant as directions for many are not clear. here are

directions for one called "coin in balloon" another trick is where the magician has a previously bent

coin in his pocket and asks an audience member for a coin, switches the coins with slight of hand

(no detail on how to switch) and convince audience the coin was bent by mental powers."What you



need in order to perform this trick is a balloon, a coin, a bottle, and a straw. You take the coin and

place it inside the balloon. Take the straw and stretch out the balloon with the coin in it, creating a

small hole for the coin to go into on the top of the cup."That's it, no more direction on the cup when

or how you get the coin through the hole. Some of the card tricks are more complete and would be

doable with practice. He notes a magician needs keen powers of observation and may be able to

identify a birth month by birthstone jewelry and to watch reactions as you talk, is there interest or

reaction to a guess you make? Then you can eliminate possibilities.There are some card and coin

tricks with enough description to be able to follow but overall I do not recommend this book as there

is much lack of clarity, turns out it was not so much fun and not so instructive. So much for my

expectations. You may find it otherwise but I found it disappointing. If you just want a light read for

passing the time or learning that magic is illusion, it is fine. Disclaimer: I obtained the kindle version

for free in exchange for an honest review.

I have just finished reading this short eBook about The Secret Mental Magic Tricks, written by Jason

Scotts. This is a short book, written in a friendly format, easy to read, easy to understand. This book

contains concepts and references about what is a Mental Magic Trick, The Rules of Mental Magic,

How to Become a Mental Magician and how mental cards, coins or table magic tricks work. You can

read about the mental tricks six categories: foreknowledge, mind control, memory feats,

extrasensory perception, prophecy and premonition. According to the author, one of the most

important components of a mental trick is the performance style. A good Mentalist Magician is very

good at reading others (body language) and knows that the brain uses the bodyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

ears and eyes to help produce images and he will use this knowledge to make the magic more

believable. On chapter 4th you will read about mental card tricks as the author has included several

tricks and how you can perform tricks like Mind Reader, Four jacks, Finders Keepers, Impulsable,

Flip the Script, Card Never Changes and some more. On Chapter 5th, the author will show you 10

mental coin tricks and how do they work. And, on the final chapter you will read about 10 table

magic tricks and how do they work. Disclosure: I received this product on a promotional discount for

my honest review and they are 100% my own opinions; of course, I do understand that your own

opinion may differ from mine and I do respect that in any way. I havenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t received

any kind of compensation and I am not required to give a good review. I am also not associated with

the seller in any way. This disclosure is in accordance with Federal Trade

CommissionÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s 16 CFR, Part 255: Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements

and Testimonials in Advertising. If my review was helpful to you, would you please vote, yes. I try to



do my reviews honest with the pros and cons I can see myself in a product, and with facts that a

potential customer might find useful.

I was initially intrigued by this book because the title was the Secret of Mental Magic Tricks. I used

to watch the TV show The Mentalist, and have also seen the show also named Mentalist by Gerry

McCambridge. I have to admit this book is a little bit disappointing, I expected more mental

psychology tricks such as predictions and Sherlock Holmes observation type tips on how to deduce

facts about strangers.. Most of the magic tricks depicted are coin or card tricks.Chapter 2 explains

the rules of mental magic but it veers on to the card game Magic the Gathering. Maybe because I

have never played Magic the Gathering, I just donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t connection between the both.

Many of the tricks are simple enough to understand. However some of the card and coin tricks and

especially the levitation trick needs photos. As someone who has never done a magic trick, the

word ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Ëœsleight of handÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ is still a little confusing for me. Seeing

where to put position your body or your hand makes a huge difference when doing a magic trick. I

received this book at a substantial discount for my honest and unbiased review. If you find this

review helpful please click yes below. Have a fantastic day!
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